Why Major in Philosophy at UNO?

If you want to go to graduate school, then you must do well on the Graduate Record Examination® (GRE).

- Philosophy majors score higher on the **verbal reasoning** and **analytical writing** portions of the GRE than **ANY** major. (They should! The discipline of Philosophy invented those skills.)

- Philosophy majors score higher on the **quantitative reasoning** portion of the GRE than accounting majors, business majors, and all other majors in the liberal arts.

- Majoring in Philosophy (or double majoring) is an excellent idea if you plan to earn a Ph.D. (‘Doctor of Philosophy’).

- **EVERY** Philosophy major at UNO gets **$3,000 AND** is eligible for additional department scholarships and awards. Few programs in any discipline anywhere offer this much financial support to its majors. Being a Philosophy major at UNO pays ... literally!

- The B.A. in Philosophy at UNO can be completed online, which also makes the Philosophy program at UNO one of the few of its kind anywhere.
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